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Bulk-to-Nano transition

I Bulk phase

I Presence of elementary (quasi) particle excitations
I E.g.: Crystals, Magnetism, Superconductivity, Superfluidity, ...

I Nano phase

I No quasiparticles or elementary excitations
a.k.a their strict confinement

I E.g.: Nano clusters, Nanotube water, Superparamagnetism, ...

I Both are indeed different phase of matter

I What is the parameter that decides the Bulk-to-Nano
transition ?

I Ratio of total volume by unit cell volume: V /Vc

I Is there any experimental evidence ?









I Only the volume ratio seems to decide the difference between
bulk and nano

I The nature of interaction is found to be completely irrelevant

I No other parameters P, T , and coupling constants play any
significant role

I This indicates some kind of universality of this phenomena



Color (de)confinement transition

I Assumption: Free color charge exists only in Bulk hadron
matter

I Proposition: There must exist some critical volume Vc for
color charge also

I Atomic nucleus size is ∼ 10−15 m, which corresponds to
volume ∼ 10−45m3

I Thus Vc must be larger than this, since color charge is
confined in the nucleus

I Magnetars are neutron stars having extremely strong magnetic
fields (∼ 1014Tesla)

I Their radius is estimated to be ∼ 10km, corresponding
volume being ∼ 1012m3



I Both the scales differ by 57 orders of magnitude !

I Thus an estimation of Vc , off by even a couple of orders of
magnitude is good enough

I Heavy Ion collision data can be used to estimate it

I It is very probable that Vc is somewhere between the scale of
10−45 & 1012m3

I Which explains why color charge is confined in the nucleus

I A possible explanation of strong magnetic behaviour of
magnetars to deconfined color



Thank you for your attention !


